Established in 1989 as a
spin-out of Oxford University,
Zeta Specialist Lighting is an
innovative UK-based LED and
solar lighting solutions provider.

25-year heritage
Zeta has been designing, developing and manufacturing
intelligent lighting products suited to a wide range of
applications for over 25 years, and has achieved the
BS-EN-ISO 9001 Quality Management Standard.
Zeta’s offering includes LED solutions that lower energy
bills and carbon emissions; including custom luminaires
for street lighting, amenity lighting, signage and LED
commercial lighting solutions; as well as energy saving,
cost-efficient solar powered lighting systems.

Founded on innovation
In 2014, we built a new state-of-the-art production facility
and each year, we invest heavily in R&D. This commitment
ensures our design team continue to develop ground
breaking new products and new manufacturing processes,
and highlights our dedication to manufacturing in-house;
which gives us the flexibility to offer bespoke solutions to
individual clients around the world.

Zeta combines solar
panels, clever control
technology and batteries with
LEDS and light guide panels, to
produce solar powered signage
solutions that offer significant
cost and energy savings
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By specifying Zeta’s solar
powered LED lighting, we
were able to deliver exactly what
the client wanted, much faster and
at a significantly reduced cost
Jane Whitehouse,
Managing Director, IS Group

Working in partnership
Advanced, LED technology
A three-year collaboration with Plessey
Semi-Conductors is set to accelerate business
development in LED lighting, resulting in the
availability of more advanced, UK manufactured
LED technology becoming available.

Liverpool ONE
Liverpool ONE, the city’s premier destination for
shopping, replaced its legacy signage with five
new stainless steel panelled totems sited
strategically around the estate. Each totem
houses both city and shopping centre maps and
is equipped with PIR movement sensors. These
sensors control the illumination, which utilises
Zeta’s solar powered technology.

Investing for the future
With the support of Government grant funding
secured via AMSCI (Advanced Manufacturing Supply
Chain Initiative), we have invested £3.5 million in
our UK production facility. This investment was
integral to supporting our plans to further expand
our LED and solar powered lighting solutions and
has enabled us to both increase production capacity
and shorten lead times.
In addition, improving our in-house manufacturing
capability is enabling us to reshore much of the
production currently carried out in the Far East back
to the UK; a move that is creating new jobs and which
positions Zeta as the only supplier in its market with
a UK-based manufacturing base.

Solar powered road studs
As part of a £6million project to streamline their
supply chain, strengthen intellectual property and
boost overseas sales, Zeta, alongside AEV Ltd
is working in partnership with Clearview Traffic
Group, the market leader for intelligent solar
powered road studs; to relocate manufacturing
from overseas to Bicester.
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Sustainability in action
Award-winning solutions
Over the years we have designed and brought to market
a significant number of pioneering new products.
This strong track record of innovation has resulted in us
receiving many prestigious awards that recognise
our success, including five DTI SMART Awards.

Zeta SolisPOLE
The SolisPOLE is a unique and
innovative system that’s specifically
designed to capture and store solar
power. Designed as an off grid
lighting solution that requires no
trenching, cabling or grid connection,
it can be used as a power source for
LED lighting, vehicle activated signage
(VAS) and road sign illumination.
Maintenance free easily accessible batteries are stored
within the pole, while Zeta’s award-winning intelligent Energy
Management Controller allows optimal solar conversion
to power, continually monitors the battery’s condition and
optimises energy capture. When combined with Zeta LED
technology, the system offers optimal lighting all year round.

Poole Council
Poole Council selected the innovative Zeta SolisPOLE to
improve amenity lighting along the pedestrian footpath
on Sandbanks beach. Completely powered by solar, the
SolisPOLE was the ideal solution for this remote location,
as it requires no mains connection and running costs are zero.

Zeta’s range of LED and solar
powered lighting solutions are
helping organisations around the world
to reduce their energy bills and lower
their carbon emissions
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Zeta Solar Paddle
The robust Solar Paddle is designed to illuminate
road signs, either in conjunction with the
Zeta Lighting Arm or the Zeta LED
Road Sign. It can also be easily retro
fitted to any existing road sign post in
order to provide illumination of signs,
independent of mains power.

Zeta Light Guide Panel
Designed for use in a wide range of applications including
light boxes, signage, architectural feature lighting and
much more; the Zeta Light Guide Panel is a cost-effective
and environmentally-friendly alternative to conventional
lighting, with no compromise on quality.

With a 20-year life expectancy,
the Solar Paddle offers year round
guaranteed performance and
is maintenance free, plus, the
patented Zeta solar panels
incorporate clever technology
which manages the battery
life, ensuring the sign
remains illuminated for
up to 14 days, even
without sunlight.

The Light Guide Panel lasts for 40,000 hours, gives even
illumination, uses very little energy and is available in
bespoke sizes, making it a flexible and reliable solution
for a myriad of lighting applications.

Zeta Embedded LED Panel
The Zeta Embedded LED Panel is a highly efficient LED
panel that has excellent energy saving properties and
delivers superior lighting levels.
Ideal for use in advertising light box backlighting and
signage, the Zeta Embedded LED Panel is ultra-slim,
just 3.5mm deep; waterproof and available in bespoke
sizes for ease of fitting. It is a durable and cost-effective
solution for all types of back lit signage and is the perfect
replacement for traditional fluorescent illumination.
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Lighting the way
Our innovative LED and solar lighting,
featuring advanced motion detection
and vandal resistant construction
lighting technology has been
incorporated into road signage and
street furniture such as bus shelters;
totems for retail and shopping
centre environments; airport signage
solutions; interior solutions for hotels
and offices, and solar signage built
specifically for off grid unmanned
level crossings, throughout the UK.
Boris Bikes

The Pier Head

Offering a sustainable and
environmentally-friendly form of public
transport, Barclays Cycle Hire has
transformed the way that people make
short trips around central London.

Zeta’s innovative LED solar powered lighting solutions
were utilised in a new wayfinding system at The
Pier Head on Liverpool Waterfront, one of the most
recognised skylines in the world.

Using its patented Zeta Light Guide
Panel technology, Zeta Specialist
Lighting supplied the lighting to
illuminate the monoliths housing the
wayfinding maps in some 400 docking
stations that provide over 10,000
bicycle docking points, across nine
London boroughs.

City of London
Zeta Specialist Lighting recently
supplied mains powered, maintenance
free road signs for the City of London.
The Zeta LED Road Sign operates on
a low voltage and offers significant
illumination and energy savings when
compared to traditional road signs.
With a lifespan of 50,000 hours, the
road sign is cost-effective, offers
reduced maintenance and running
costs and has no disposal or annual
replacement costs.
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Three, nine metre high totem signs, ten double-sided
and one four-sided directional monoliths are lit by Zeta’s
innovative LED solar powered lighting. In addition, the
smaller monoliths incorporate PIR sensors so that they
only light up when visitors approach.

Saïd Business School
With a requirement to install LED
lighting in a new building designed to
support its expansion plans as well as
upgrade the existing lighting in its lecture
theatre, Saïd Business School approached
Zeta Specialist Lighting for a solution.
The system needed to provide bright, even
illumination as well as interface with the legacy
dimmer control system. Following a site survey
conducted in partnership with Bright Future
Lighting, Zeta recommended illuminating the area
with its energy efficient LED Lamps. The superior
LED lighting unit complete with an interface to
the lighting dimmer controls, delivered a smooth
responsive lighting system that met the client’s
brief, in addition to providing reduced energy and
maintenance bills.

We are delighted with
the energy savings that
we have achieved by switching
to LED. The controllability allows
the teachers and staff to modify
the lighting levels to suit specific
activities and the reduction to
maintenance leaves the team free
to work on other key areas
Safik Meah,
Head of Facilities, Manor School

When used on grid,
Zeta’s solar powered
signage solutions consume
80% less power than traditional
lighting systems and with solar
power, the ongoing running
costs are zero

BUSINESS CARD

Zeta’s 10w Gimbal LED Lamps, installed in the new
building provided the School with cost savings
against 50w Halogen equivalent lamps and when
combined with the Dali Driver - a high powered
intelligent dimming solution - approximately one
third of the lamps provided emergency lighting.
In the lecture theatre, Zeta’s 30w LED Down Lights
replaced the existing 150w Metal Halide fittings,
providing greatly improved lighting levels.

25-years’ expertise
in designing and
developing sustainable,
cost-efficient and
technologically brilliant
lighting solutions

Telford Road, Bicester,
Oxon. OX26 4LB
Tel: +44 (0) 1869 322 500
Fax: +44 (0) 1869 322 614

www.zetaled.co.uk
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